Audio jack symbols

There are thousands of symbols used by computers today to represent a function,
specification, certification, company, or warning. For example, one of the most recognizable
symbols is an almost full circle with a vertical line at the top that indicates power. On this page,
we show over of the most commonly displayed symbols used with computers and electronics,
with a brief description of what each symbol means. If you know the category of the symbol you
are looking for, use any of the links below. Otherwise, scroll down through all symbols on this
page to find your symbol or find a similar symbol. Most symbols are not standardized, which
means the symbols shown below may not match your software program or hardware device.
However, these symbols should be close enough to what you are looking for that you can
identify the meaning of each symbol. In many computer software programs, you can hover the
mouse pointer over the symbol to get a balloon tip of what the symbol is supposed to represent.
For example, on this page, we have several tips that can be quickly identified with the light bulb
next to the word "Tip. For example, many programs use a gear icon for buttons that allow you to
adjust a program's settings. Online services may use a gear icon for the area that lets you
change your account settings. For example, on an iPhone , the Messages icon and each of its
messages uses the speech bubble symbol and when someone is typing a speech bubble with
three periods is shown. For example, a download dialog box may show a green check mark
when the download is complete. On a Microsoft Windows keyboard, the minus or underscore is
also shown on the top-right side of a window to represent the minimize feature. For example, a
speaker symbol with this over it indicates mute. Anything with this symbol that is not crossed
out should be recycled. For example, you could scan the QR code shown here to open the
Computer Hope web page. Similar markings could also be a matrix code or a barcode. For
example, a keyboard key with a lock can give you the option to lock the computer. For example,
with web applications and some web pages , you may pin individual elements you enjoy viewing
to the top of a page for quick viewing. The first meaning is that the item is hot and could mean
that it is critical, important, or popular and should be looked at first. In some e-mail programs
and services, the fire symbol represents junk, and is a location where all spam and other junk
e-mails are stored. For example, at the bottom of many web pages including this page the
Copyright symbol or c may be shown to indicate the content on the page is Copyrighted. For
example, this mark may be seen by a company logo or brand name that is a registered mark.
Some keyboard keys with symbols may require you to press an additional key to be pressed
such as the Fn key. On the right side of the keyboard, the Menu key is also next to the Windows
key. For example, a program may switch between the mouse cursor to select items and the
hand tool. Many programs also rotate the hourglass as the computer works. For example, in
your browser, the mouse cursor changes from a pointer to a hand pointing when you hover
over any link. This symbol is used around any button that is used to turn on or off a device. The
symbol represents a "0" zero and a "1" one , which is the characters used in the computer's
binary language and also represents off 0 and on 1. A lightning bolt may also represent a power
connector port. For example, a single lighting bolt next to an indicator light indicates that the
device is charging. A lightning bolt may also represent the Apple Thunderbolt symbol. As you
use your battery-powered device, the number of bars decreases to let you know how long your
device has left without being charged or plugged into a power outlet. For keyboard keys or
options that allow sound to be adjusted, a symbol with one or two waves is an indication of
turning the volume down. Three or four waves indicates turning the volume up on the computer.
It is found next to the headphone jack found on most electronic devices, computers, and
phones. If pressed twice, it goes back a track or chapter. For example, you may have two sun
icons one that is smaller than the other or with an up or down arrow next to it that indicates
turning the brightness up or down. For example, a crescent moon key on a keyboard or the
front of the computer can put it into sleep mode. For example, a software program may have a
button with a floppy disk symbol that can be pressed to save a document. For users who did
not grow up with floppy drives and floppy disks, you can see our floppy disk page for a real life
example. For example, your browser may have a refresh button that allows you to reload a
browser to get the most recent copy of a web page. For example, on a browser with a home
symbol button clicking that button takes you to your homepage. For example, an icon with a
lock symbol may be shown on your browser when a web page is secure. While shopping and
adding items you want to buy items are added to the shopping cart that can be edited later or
checked out when done shopping. Also, each of the major social networks use a symbol to
represent their brand. For example, Facebook uses a F symbol and Twitter uses a symbol of a
bird. A program that supports uploading may also have a button with a symbol of a box and an
up arrow. This symbol is used for printer connections and buttons in software programs that
prints a page or sometimes open a print preview. When viewing an e-mail, this icon indicates
the e-mail has an attachment and, when creating a message, any icon or button with this

symbol is used to add an attachment. If something was selected and you pressed an icon with
this symbol, it would cut the object selected from the image. This symbol is on buttons that
allow you to use the tool to select areas of an image or another object. Many of the above
warning and cautions symbols may also be on packaging and the product contained in the
package. The line shows the bottom and the arrows should be pointing up. The product should
not be thrown away, but instead should be sent back to the manufacturer for disposal. The
directive is an European community directive was first created in as a way to help deal with the
environmental impacts of electronic waste. It was adopted by the European Union in to indicate
the product is made without the following ten substances. What are all the symbols used by
computers? Note Most symbols are not standardized, which means the symbols shown below
may not match your software program or hardware device. Tip In many computer software
programs, you can hover the mouse pointer over the symbol to get a balloon tip of what the
symbol is supposed to represent. Hardware device and port symbols E-mail symbols Navigation
symbols Image editor symbols Warning and caution symbols Packaging symbols. Tip This
symbol may also be represented by an X. Tip Some keyboard keys with symbols may require
you to press an additional key to be pressed such as the Fn key. Tip A lightning bolt may also
represent the Apple Thunderbolt symbol. Tip Many of the above warning and cautions symbols
may also be on packaging and the product contained in the package. Additional information A
listing of keyboard keys, symbols, and their explanations. How many keys are on a computer
keyboard? How to insert symbols or special characters in a word processor. See our symbol
definition for further information and related links. Was this page useful? Get details here! Menu
Menu. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in. Category 1
Category 2 Category 3 Category 4. Support UI. X Donate Contact us. New posts Trending Search
forums. What's new. New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts Billboard Trophies. Learn how you can help 60, kids get the gear
they need to learn remotely! Community Question: What's the best peripheral you've ever used,
and why? What audio jacks are which? Sidebar Sidebar. Forums Electronics Computer
Peripherals. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Status Not open for further replies. Previous Next Sort by votes. Jul
25, 7 0 0. But, I'm not sure which 3. Or, do I not need to worry because the information will be in
the motherboard manual? Please help! Last edited by a moderator: Sep 25, Feb 22, 4, 52 31, 1,
I'm going to have a mic, headphones, and speakers, so which go where? Reactions:
PhantomTech ComputerGeek21 Notable. Aug 5, 0 1, Depends on what motherboard you will be
getting. Typically, the 3. Sep 24, 3 0 10 0. It has pink,green and blue pins. I need to connect my
Logitech z with that. I am trying to connect them with 6 channel output wire comes from
Logitech like green,orange,black. When I connect with computer that 3 pins realtek audio
manager asking me which is front,rear and center. I don't know how to connect and colors
coding. Mar 16, , 6, , 21, Computer Peripherals 7 Aug 31, Question Usb vs 3. Computer
Peripherals 2 Mar 20, Similar threads Question When I record my voice with wire earphones it
records buzz sound without my voice Question Reducer for jack from 6mm to 3. Question Usb
vs 3. Post thread. Can I revert and have active Win10 home? Started by zakinak Today at AM
Replies: 5. Windows News Comments. Graphics Cards. Latest posts. Latest: RahulMark42 2
minutes ago. Apps and Software. Latest: Mr. Spock 3 minutes ago. Using a 3-prong slot Latest:
Ralston18 5 minutes ago. Consumer Electronics. Power Supplies. Moderators online. Tom's
Hardware is part of Future plc, an international media group and leading digital publisher. Visit
our corporate site. All rights reserved. England and Wales company registration number
Question When I record my voice with wire earphones it records buzz sound without my voice.
Dec 27, Question Reducer for jack from 6mm to 3. Oct 13, Oct 10, Question Help to connect
audio jack with computer. Sep 24, Question What will happened if i put my stereo headset in 7.
Aug 31, Jul 24, Jun 5, May 23, Question TRRS microphone for combo jack. May 17, Mar 20,
Computer cables are confusing to most users. You may also refer to this guide for ideas on how
to hook different devices using commonly available connectors and converters. You can use
USB cables to connect most new devices to your computer including flash memory sticks,
portable media players, internet modems and digital cameras. Computer accessories like mice,
keyboards, webcams, portable hard-drives, microphones, printers, scanners and speakers can
also be connected to the computer through USB ports. Additionally, USB cables are also used
for charging a variety of gadgets including mobile phones or for transferring data from one
computer to another. The other end of the USB cable may have different connectors including
USB-B a square connector commonly used with printers, external hard drives, and larger
devices or smaller connectors such as the Mini-USB and Micro-USB that are commonly used
with portable devices such as media players and phones. Additionally, many other connectors

have USB-A connectors at the end that connects to the computer, and a device-specific
connector at the other end e. Many other non-USB cables can also connect to your computer
via a USB converter; these cables have the standard USB-A connector on one end while the
other end could have connections for other ports such as Ethernet or audio. The most common
audio cable is the standard headphone jack, otherwise known as a TSR connector. It is available
in several sizes, but the most common ones used with computers are the 3. Most speakers and
microphones can connect to the computer with these audio cables. The microphone port on
your computer is usually pink while the speaker port, where you insert the stereo audio cable, is
colored green. These are fiber optic cables and can therefore transmit pure digital audio
through light. One of the most common video connectors for computer monitors and
high-definition TVs is the VGA cable. A standard VGA connector has pins and other than
connecting a computer to a monitor, you may also use a VGA cable to connect your laptop to a
TV screen or a projector. A DVI cable has 29 pins, though some connectors may have less pins
depending on their configuration. S-Video cables, otherwise known as Separate Video or Super
Video cables, carry analog video signals and are commonly used for connecting DVD players,
camcorders, older video consoles to the television. RCA connector cables are a bundle of
cables including Composite Video colored yellow and Stereo Audio cables red for right channel
and white or black for the left audio channel. Component video offers better picture than
composite because the video signal is split in different signals while in the case of composite,
everything is transferred through a single yellow plug. HDMI is the new standard that provide
both audio and video transmission through a single cable. Standard HDMI cables can be up to 5
meters long, but higher quality ones can be up to 15 meters long, and the length can be further
increased with amplifiers. A combined digital video and audio cable that is more commonly
used in computers is DisplayPort and the smaller derivative Mini DisplayPort. Mini DisplayPort
connector is currently used in MacBooks but we could them in other computers as well in the
near future. Standard DisplayPort cables can be up to 3 meters long, but at a lower resolution
cables can be up to 15 meters long. Firewire , otherwise known as IEEE , i. LINK, or Lynx, is a
faster alternate to USB and is commonly used for connecting digital camcorders and external
hard drives to a computer. It is also possible to ad-hoc network computers without a router over
FireWire. A standard phone cable has 4 wires and the connector has four pins. Ethernet is the
standard for wired networking around the world. The Ethernet cable, otherwise known as RJ45,
is based on Cat5 twisted pair cable and is made from 8 individual wires. The Ethernet
connector, likewise, has 8 pins and looks similar to a phone plug, but is actually thicker and
wider. It too has a clip to help maintain a tight connection like a phone connector. Related:
Clean Computer Cables with Vinegar. He holds an engineering degree in Computer Science I.
USB Cables and Connectors You can use USB cables to connect most new devices to your
computer including flash memory sticks, portable media players, internet modems and digital
cameras. Audio Cables and Connectors 2. Video Cables 3. Standard S-Video connectors are
round in shape and may have anywhere between pins. Audio and Video Cables 4. Data Cables 5.
Firewire typically has 6 pins in its connector, though a 4 pin variety is common as well.
Networking Related Cables 6. The connector has a clip at the top to help maintain a tight
connection. Share on:. Looking for something? Find here! Search Search. Subscribe to our
email newsletter and never miss an update. Audio jacks have been around for decades and
have been used in a wide variety of applications. While simple in their basic functionality, they
can be used in complex systems. To better understand some of their capabilities, we will dig
into the "guts" of these connectors and see what they have to offer. When looking at a
seemingly simple audio jack datasheet , you will often find an array of schematics with a
variation of switches and connections. In this post, we are going to look at how to read these
schematics, describe the various switch types available, and discuss how they are implemented
in audio applications. At its basic definition relating to electrical connectors, a switch is a
device for making and breaking the connection in an electric circuit. Audio jacks are available
without switches, with simple switches, or with complex switching systems. These switches are
often represented in a schematic for the connector available on the datasheet. Below are some
typical schematics that show some of those switching options. Before we get to the switch
function, first we need to understand how to read an audio jack schematic. Audio plugs can
come with as few as 2 conductors up to 6 or more conductors. For this example, we will focus
on the standard stereo connector with 3 conductors. Below is a plug diagram and basic
schematic including the typical terminal designations. This specific example does not include
switches. When reading the schematic, think of the plug being inserted from left to right to align
with the respective terminals of the mating jack. Now, we are going to add a switch to the
terminal 2 position tip. The switch on the left shown below, is classified as normally closed
because in the un-plugged state, terminal 10 is making direct contact closed with terminal 2. It

would typically be referred to as a "tip switch" since the switch is located on the "tip" terminal.
Now again, we visualize the mating plug being inserted from left to right. When the tip makes
contact with terminal 2, it pushes this spring away from terminal 10 making the contact "open"
between these terminals. In a similar way, multiple switches could be present on different
contacts. Below is an example of a 4 conductor plug, with 3 switches located on the tip, ring 1,
and ring 2 terminals. Even though this looks more complex, it is still has the same basic
functionality of the single switch variation, except there are 2 additional switches present. The
switches that we have looked at so far have all been normally closed switches. Many of these
switches would be isolated from the audio signals and could be used to control other portions
of a circuit. The application dictates how many and what type of switches are needed. If you are
simply plugging your headphones into an MP3 player to listen to music, you would not
necessarily need an audio jack with switches. However, if you are needing to switch the audio
between speakers and headphones, detect when the plug is inserted, use the inserted plug to
control other portions of your circuit, or are using an audio mixing board, you will likely want to
use a connector with a switching function. The following are some conceptual examples that
could apply to multiple applications. In the first figure, the plug is not inserted, so the terminal
10 and 11 switches are closed routing the audio to the speaker. In the second figure, the plug is
inserted which opens the 10 and 11 contacts thus routing the audio to the headphones. In a
similar manner, this setup would engage a detect feature when the terminal 10 contact is
opened by inserting the plug. This utilizes a SPDT switch in which terminals 4 and 5 are
connected in the un-plugged state, and then terminals 5 and 6 would be connected in a plugged
state. This could be used to switch between circuit functions "A" or "B" with the inserted plug.
By understanding how to use the various switch configurations within an audio jack and their
function, you can utilize these interconnect devices in a wide array of applications to perform
tasks of varying complexity. Have comments regarding this post or topics that you would like to
see us cover in the future? Send us an email at cuiinsights cuidevices. With an extensive
knowledge of CUI Devices' products, Ryan Smoot provides customers with a wide range of
technical and application support capabilities in the field. His management of CUI Devices'
robust CAD model library further offers engineers with an invaluable resource for streamlining
their product designs. When he's not assisting customers, Ryan enjoys running, the outdoors,
and spending time with his wife and two kids. Keep current with the latest product releases,
technical resources and company updates from CUI Devices. Toggle navigation. Cable
Assemblies. Rotary Encoders. Stepper Servo Motors. Current Sensors. Ultrasonic Sensors. DIP
Switches. Thermal Management. Dc Fans. Heat Sinks. Peltier Devices. Thermal Accessories.
Parametric Search. CAD Model Library. Resource Library. CUI Insights Blog. Quality Center.
About Us. Contact Us. Distributor Stock. Find a Representative. What is a Switch? Typical audio
jack schematics showing various switching options How to Read an Audio Jack Schematic
Before we get to the switch function, first we need to understand how to read an audio jack
schematic. Basic drawing of an audio plug and jack schematic When reading the schematic,
think of the plug being inserted from left to right to align with the respective terminals of the
mating jack. Example of a mated audio jack and plug Now, we are going to add a switch to the
terminal 2 position tip. Example showing the open contact between terminals 2 and 10 In a
similar way, multiple switches could be present on different contacts. Schematic of a 4
conductor audio plug with 3 switches Even though this looks more complex, it is still has the
same basic functionality of the single switch variation, except there are 2 additional switches
present. Switching Audio Between Speakers and Headphones In the first figure, the plug is not
inserted, so the terminal 10 and 11 switches are closed routing the audio to the speaker.
Example of switching audio between speakers and headphones Detect When the Plug Is
Inserted In a similar manner, this setup would engage a detect feature when the terminal 10
contact is opened by inserting the plug. Example of an SPDT switch controlling other portions
of a circuit independent of the audio signals By understanding how to use the various switch
configurations within an audio jack and their function, you can utilize these interconnect
devices in a wide array of applications to perform tasks of varying complexity. Additional
Resources. Featured Products. How to Select a Dc Power Connector. Understanding Audio Jack
Switches and Schematics. Tags: Interconnect Connectors Audio Connectors. Ryan Smoot
Technical Support Engineer With an extensive knowledge of CUI Devices' products, Ryan
Smoot provides customers with a wide range of technical and application support capabilities
in the field. Stay Connected Keep current with the latest product releases, technical resources
and company updates from CUI Devices. Email Address. Learn More Privacy Policy. All Rights
Reserved. On the back, I know green is Audio Out, but I don't recognize black or orange. I think
it really is orange, not pink for mic. I don't know what those icons are representing. On the front
there is a headphone port, which I guess will work as a mic port? It is also black, though. Go to

Solution. Some sound cards adjust the voltage based on what is detected plugged into the
Green Jack. Mic in is usually. Use the black surround sound connector to attach
multichannel-capable speakers. Use the green line-out connector to attach headphones and
most speakers with integrated amplifiers. Use the pink microphone connector to attach a
personal computer microphone for voice or musical input into a sound or telephony program.
The LFE channel drives a subwoofer to provide extremely low bass extension. Systems not
using subwoofers can shunt the LFE information to the main speakers in the surround sound
setup. The side-surround output provides enhanced surround audio for computers with 7.
Digital Audio Output. Different Connections 3 or 4 pins. The TRRS connector is extremely
popular with smartphones and tablets, and to some degree with computers, including
Chromebooks and Macs. Unfortunately, there are two conflicting standards associated with its
use with stereo unbalanced audio plus a mono microphone conductor.. The older OMTP wiring
standard calls for Tip to be used for left audio, Ring 1 to be used for right audio, ring 2 to be
used for microphone, and the sleeve to be used for ground. I too am a user. View solution in
original post. Thank you! We have received the required details. We will work towards a
resolution via private messages to ensure the security of your information. In the meanwhile,
you may receive assistance or suggestions from the community members as well. As far as I'm
aware it is just simply a "Dell-Bot" that is monitoring the Posts, it seems to be posted whenever
it "thinks" it has detected a new Query - unfortunately, in my experience, it is just as likely to be
responding to a Reply-Post!! Following on from my previous Post, just as an example, I've also
received a similar message from the "Dell-Bot" approx 4 hours after posting my earlier
response to you via their Private Message System. I know the green is speaker-out, and that
there is no separate mic-in on this desktop tower. I know that if I want to use the front port for
separate headphones and mic i would need a splitter. I bought it when the sound card on my
XPS was getting crackly. It provides separate mic and headphone ports. With my old XPS , I
used to run a cable from the source eg, a cassette recorder to the mic port. I'd use Audacity and
click "Record. Recently I wanted to play a homemade CD on the computer and record it with
Audacity. I ran a cable from "Line In" to "Audio Out" and that worked. I have been trying
different things and getting confused. I'm disappointed that my USB sound card adapter akin to
the Sabrent appears to be no help, even though it has mic and ear ports. I don't know how to
make Audacity recognize it. The "Headset" port on the front has me confused. I have tried
different things with it, using a splitter, a headset mic, etc. One of the photos above labels the
black port as SPDIF, however, looking at the User's Guide, it appears to be rear surround
speaker outputs. I don't see a digital-out on the machine, unlike my old XPS. XPS Setup and
Specifications dell. There also is no proper line-in port. Not sure if the mic port is a good
general-purpose input, but I guess the intention is that if you want to do something serious with
audio creation, you'll get an external box. Browse Community. Turn on suggestions.
Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting possible
matches as you type. Showing results for. Search instead for. Did you mean:. FredericaMG 2
Bronze. XPS , what are the audio ports? I love my new XPS But the audio ports are unfamiliar to
me. See photos. All forum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Accepted Solutions. Re: XPS ,
what are the audio ports? On computers with a sound card, use the connector on the card.
Digital Audio Output On computers with a sound card, use the connector on the card. Re: What
are the audio ports? Thanks for your post. Re: Thanks for your post. I thought I was just asking
the community. Am I getting support services instead? John-Jay 3 Argentum. I understand as
much as I need to, I expect. I guess I could use this instead, right? That would work, right? I've
never used a headset with my computer. I just need to transfer audio to the computer. Vidgamer
1 Copper. Dell Support Resources. Although I included an image of these jacks, it doesn't
appear in the message. The "include image" feature of this forum seems to be broken. SSD
drives. Cakewalk by BandLab and Studio One 4. And does the yellow one have two channels,
one for "centre" and the other for "subwoofer"? If so, which is which? Speaker Out and Line
Out are the same on some systems, on others there are separate outputs. The Headphone out is
basically the same as the Speaker Out. They are all Stereo. Same way with the Line In, it is
Stereo. The Mic input is Mono, even though it uses the same stereo 3. Some sound cards adjust
the voltage based on what is detected plugged into the Green Jack. Mic in is usually. Use the
black surround sound connector to attach multichannel-capable speakers. Use the green
line-out connector to attach headphones and most speakers with integrated amplifiers. Use the
pink microphone connector to attach a personal computer microphone for voice or musical
input into a sound or telephony program. The LFE channel drives a subwoofer to provide
extremely low bass extension. Systems not using subwoofers can shunt the LFE information to
the main speakers in the surround sound setup. Use the gray s ide surround sound connector
to attach multichannel-capable speakers. The side-surround output provides enhanced

surround audio for computers with 7. Digital Audio Output. I too am a user. Doesn't "a center
speaker or a single subwoofer" imply just one signal? And we've established that the mic is
mono. Out of interest does this mean no PC can record in stereo from a live recording? Seems
odd The green connector can't be both. Is it 0. A TRS connector tip, ring, sleeve is a common
family of connector typically used for analog signals including audio. It is cylindrical in shape,
typically with three contacts, although sometimes with two a TS connector or four a TRRS
connector. Line-out symbol. Line-in symbol. It therefore offers end-users a "one-stop" shop for
all such graphical symbols. Each graphical symbol is identified by a reference number and
contains a title in English and French , a graphical representation in GIF and vectorized PDF
format, and some additional data as applicable. Various search and navigation facilities allow
for easy retrieval of graphical symbols. I am looking for the exact cable pictured above. Black
cable with the green connectors. Male to male of course. They used to come with the desktop
pc's. But I have spent hours searching for one to buy with no success. Is this a Dell Cable? Can
anyone help me please? This is a very common cable. Dell had this on some harmen karden
speaker sets. Browse Community. Turn on suggestions. Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow
down your search results by suggesting possible matches as you type. Showing results for.
Search instead for. Did you mean:. Symbols on Sound Jacks. The sound card in my Dell PC has
6 jacks with the following symbols:. All forum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Re: Symbols
on Sound Jacks. What is the Model of the PC? There has been some differences over the years.
It's a Dimension Thanks for your explanation. It's the symbols that I was particularly hoping
someone could explain. Is there any difference between "speaker out" and "line out" and
"headphone"? Are all the jacks "stereo" by which I mean they have two channels? Thanks Rowan. Back Panel Connectors. Thanks for all this useful info. I now know where to plug in, so
main problem is answered. I'd still like to understand the little symbols, which baffle me. This
information is not free and cannot be downloaded from the IEC for free. MikeDuckwall Not
applicable. RE: Symbols on Sound Jacks. Dell Support Resources. On computers with a sound
card, use the connector on the card. Digital Audio Output On computers with a sound card, use
the connector on the card. The audio jacks was invented in the 19th century for the purpose of
use in telephone switchboards and still used widely to transfer analog audio signals.
Now-a-days 3. Also, for hobbyists 3. There are different types of 3. These types of audio jacks
does not support stereo sound and microphone, which means there is no left and right. You will
get same sound from both the sides. Below is the pinout of TS type male audio jack.
Application: Still used on musical equipment especially in electric guitars and aviation radios.
Below is the pinout of TRS type male audio jack. A TRRS
2002 buick lesabre fuel pump replacement
fuel cell sending unit wiring diagram
2005 bmw 5 series
type audio jack have four conductors and are most popular with smartphones and tablets.
Application: Used in many branded companies headphones like Apple, Nokia, Samsung,
Panasonic and etc. For using a 3. Remove the above plastic casing and you will see the pins of
the jack as shown in the images above. Now use multi-strand wires to solder with the pins and
then again cover it with the Plastic casing. The STM32Cube with graphical software
configuration tool reduces development efforts, time, and cost. Pin Configuration Pin No. Pin
Name Description 1. Tip Left 2. Ring Right 3. Ring Ground 4. Types of 3. TS Type Male Audio
jack These types of audio jacks does not support stereo sound and microphone, which means
there is no left and right. Application: Speakers, microphone, keyboards and etc. How to Use a
Audio jack? Component Datasheet 3. Tags Audio. TDA Audio Amplifier. Leave a Reply Please
Login. STM32 Development Boards. STM32F32 Ecosystem. X-Band Radar Portfolio. All rights
reserved.

